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A parameter tuning method to analyse the

influence of algorithmic parameters in

combination with instance characteristics

on the quality of a Pareto front

Jochen Janssens1, Kenneth Sörensen1, and Gerrit K. Janssens2

1University of Antwerp Operations Research Group ANT/OR,
Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium

2Research Group Logistics, Hasselt University, Diepenbeek, Belgium

May 2016

In this paper, the e�ect of the algorithmic parameters and instance characteristics
on the quality of a Pareto front is analysed. �e algorithm for which the parameters
are evaluated is the variable neighborhood tabu search that is used to solve a
multi-objective microzone-based vehicle routing problem.

To evaluate the e�ectiveness of the parameter se�ings that are used to tune
the aforementioned mentioned algorithm, di�erent performance indices, which
evaluate the quality of the Parote set, are used. �e Promethee method is employed
to select the combination of se�ings that is deemed “the best” by the decision maker.

Keywords: Multi-criteria decision making, Promethee method, GDSS.

1 Introduction

Se�ing the parameters of an algorithm is not a trivial task. Many papers have been wri�en about
this subject. A novel approach to set the parameters of a multi-objective solution approach is
proposed in this paper. �e approach proposed here, compares di�erent Pareto sets obtained by
the multi-objective variable neighborhood tabu search proposed in Janssens et al. (2015).

�ere is no straightforward way of comparing di�erent Pareto sets. �e very de�nition of the
quality of a Pareto set is not unambiguously de�ned. A plethora of papers are dedicated to the
de�nition of the quality of a Pareto set, de�ning di�erent indices to measure this quality. A
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classi�cation of the indices has been done by Okabe et al. (2003), de�ning three main points of
interest. �e class of cardinality based indices, in which the number of solutions in the Pareto set
and dominance of solutions from one Pareto set over an other Pareto set are bundled. Accuracy
based indices that measure how close a Pareto set is to a theoretical Pareto front, or how much
of the area of the solution space is dominated by a Pareto set. And �nally, distribution and
spread based indices, that measure how well and evenly spread the solutions of a Pareto set are
in the solution space.

Both the parameters of the algorithm, as well as the instance characteristics might have an
in�uence on the quality of the Pareto set, as de�ned by any of these classes of indices. �erefore,
not only the parameters of the algorithm should be under study, but also the properties of
the instances and the interaction between the properties of the instances and the algorithm
parameters should be investigated.

We will start by doing a full factorial experiment that will execute the algorithm for di�erent
levels of the algorithm parameters on di�erent instances (with di�erent characteristics). �is
will return a Pareto set for each combination of parameter se�ings, for each instance. �ree
indices will be used to measure the quality of the Pareto sets, one for each of the three di�erent
classes of performance measures

As we are comparing di�erent Pareto sets to each other on di�erent performance indices, this
results in a multi-criteria decision problem. �erefore, the approach proposed here will make use
of the Promethee method (see Brans et al. (1986)) to make a ranking of the set of alternatives.
�e Promethee method will return a net �ow for each of the Pareto sets. We will do a statistical
analysis (analysis of variance (ANOVA)) of the in�uence of the di�erent parameter se�ings and
their interaction e�ects with instance properties on this net �ow and compare the results and
conclusions from that analysis with the results from �e Promethee GDSS Procedure to verify
our �ndings.

2 Literature

Much has been wri�en about deciding which parameter values one should select to make
their algorithms perform at their best. Hooker (1995) argues that researchers should focus on
scienti�c testing rather than competitive testing. �is would lead to a sound understanding
of why certain algorithms work be�er than others, rather than just listing algorithms and
their computational times. In Eiben and Smit (2011), this leads to two di�erent perspectives
of parameter tuning: con�guring an evolutionary algorithm by choosing parameter values
that optimize its performance, and analysing an evolutionary algorithm by studying how its
performance depends on its parameter values. In their paper, a conceptual framework for
parameter tuning is presented. �ey also classify di�erent tuning methods.

CALIBRE is proposed by Adenso-Diaz and Laguna (2006), and a�empts to �nd the best values for
up to �ve search parameters associated with a procedure under study. It performs a systematic
search for parameter values within speci�ed ranges employing a measure of performance as a
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guiding mechanism. CALIBRE makes use of Taguchi’s fractional factorial experimental designs,
coupled with a local search procedure.

Instead of estimating the performance of an evolutionary algorithm for di�erent parameter
values or ranges of values, REVAC estimates the expected performance when parameter values
are chosen from a probability density distributionC with maximized Shannon entropy (Nannen
and Eiben, 2007). �is method is only appropriate for quantitative parameters (Eiben and Smit,
2011).

Racing is a technique that tests a set of models in parallel, quickly discards those models that are
clearly inferior and concentrates the computational e�ort on di�erentiating among the be�er
models (Maron and Moore, 1997).

F-Race is a racing algorithm that starts by considering a number of candidate parameter set-
tings and eliminates inferior ones as soon as enough statistical evidence arises against them
(Balaprakash et al., 2007). An iterated F-Race is proposed in Bira�ari et al. (2010), and an
implementation in R is presented in López-Ibánez et al. (2011). López-Ibáñez and Stützle (2010)
apply I/F-Race on a bi-objective TSP using both the hypervolume and the epsilon measures.

Sequential parameter optimization (SPO) (Bartz-Beielstein and Preuss, 2006; Bartz-Beielstein
et al., 2004) is an iterative model based approach that entails two phases. First a primary model is
built, which is a�erwards evaluated and improved in a second step, that is executed iteratively.

Many of the aforementioned methods only deal with a single objective value, but could possibly
be extended to cope with multi-objective optimisation problems. Furthermore, most of the
methods mentioned before dealt with the solutions and their objective values directly rather
than with quality of the Pareto set. �e method proposed in this paper deals with indices that
measure the quality of the Pareto set. To the best of out knowledge, only López-Ibáñez and
Stützle (2010) and Janssens and Pangilinan (2010) took into account quality indices before.

Many real-world optimisation problems are multi-objective by nature and have objectives that
are in con�ict. Mathematical techniques are available to �nd best-compromise solutions by
aggregating multiple objectives into a single function (Ehrgo�, 2005). �ey have their drawbacks
as they have di�culty dealing with concave and discontinuous Pareto fronts. Zitzler et al. (2004)
stress the quality assessments of Pareto set approximations. In single-objective optimisation,
quality can be de�ned by means of the objective function. While comparing several solutions
in the presence of multiple optimisation criteria, the concept of Pareto dominance can be used,
but mostly leads to solutions being incomparable, i.e. neither of them dominates the others.
It becomes more complicated when sets of solutions are compared as also most of the sets
might be incomparable. �erefore it is not clear what ‘quality’ means with respect to Pareto set
approximations.

Deb (2001) states that there are two orthogonal goals for any multi-objective optimisation
algorithm: (1) to identify solutions as close as possible to the true Pareto-optimal set and (2) to
identify a diverse set of solutions distributed evenly across the entire Pareto-optimal front. �is
has led to several metrics that characterise either closeness, or diversity, or both.
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�ree main classes of performance indices have been de�ned by Okabe et al. (2003), based on the
performance indices’ properties: Cardinality based, accuracy based and distribution and spread
based. We selected one from each of these classes to evaluate the Pareto sets we retrieved as
output from the algorithm from Janssens et al. (2015). An example of a metric which measures
the closeness to the Pareto surface is the Set coverage (Zitzler, 1999). To measure the diversity
across the Pareto surface, the Scho�’s Spacing (Scho�, 1995) is presented. A measure like the
hypervolume measures both closeness and diversity (Zitzler and �iele, 1999). Most measures
are unary quality measures, i.e. the measure assigns to each Pareto set approximation a number
that re�ects a certain quality aspect.

3 Metrics for the evaluation of the quality of Pareto sets

3.1 Set Coverage

Coverage (C), �rst proposed in Zitzler and �iele (1998), is used to compare two sets to each
other in terms of dominance, and falls in the class of cardinality based performance indices. A
solution vector a is said to cover solution vector b if a weakly dominates b, notated as a � b.
�e coverage of set S1 over set S2 is given by:

C (S1, S2) = |{s2 ∈ S2;∃s1 ∈ S1 : s1 � s2}| / |S2 | (1)

�e reader should note that C (S1, S2) does not have to be equal to 1 − C (S2, S1). �e metric
value C (S1, S2) = 1 means all members of S2 are weakly dominated by S1. On the other hand,
C (S1, S2) = 0 means that no member of S2 is weakly dominated by S1.

As coverage is a pairwise metric, for every Pareto front we calculate the coverage with every
other Pareto front, and average the coverages for each of them.

3.2 Hypervolume

As we lack the Pareto optimal set, for evaluating the quality of the obtained Pareto sets on
accuracy, we can only compare them to each other. For each Pareto set we calculate the objective
value space covered by the set of non-dominated solution vectors, refered to as hypervolume
(see Zitzler and �iele (1998)). �e algorithm used in this paper to calculate the hypervolume for
a Pareto sets has been proposed by Fonseca et al. (2006). An example of a hyperarea, a special
case of the hypervolume in two dimensions, is given in Fig. 1.

�e hypervolume metric is interesting because it is a unary metric which is sensitive both to
the overall advancement of the non-dominated set and to the distribution of individual points
across the set. �e placement of the reference point is critical and determines the sense and the
magnitude of the hypervolume. Problems may appear if objectives have dissimilar scales or if
some objectives are not bounded.
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Figure 1: �e hypervolume indicator in a two-objective case

3.3 Spacing

To evaluate the distribution of the solution vectors in the retrieved Pareto sets, spacing (SP)
is used. It was introduced by Scho� (1995). Scho�’s metric measures the diversity of a non-
dominated set. It is calculated as

SP (S ) =

√√√
1

|S − 1|

|S |∑
i=1

(di − d̄ )2 (2)

di = min
sk ∈S∧sk,si

M∑
m=1

��fm (si ) − fm (sk )�� (3)

where m is the number of objective functions and d̄ is the average of di . In Okabe et al. (2003)
it is pointed out that this measure should be used with some caution, as a large gap between
solution vectors can bias the results. A value of zero means that all solution vectors are equally
spaced.

4 The Promethee method

To decide which Pareto set we prefer over the others, the Promethee method , introduced by
Brans et al. (1986), is used in this paper. Promethee is an outranking method in multiple-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA), that originally was proposed in two forms. Promethee I, where a
partial ranking is created, and Promethee II, where a complete ranking is given as output. Two
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main parameters can be set by the decision maker to in�uence the behaviour of the ranking
mechanism. For each criterion fi , a weight πi which is a measure of relative importance of that
criterion, can be given. Besides from the weight, a preference function for each criterion needs
to be chosen. Six basic types of generalised criteria have been de�ned by Brans et al. and can be
found in their paper. For some of those basic types of generalised criteria, extra parameters can
be de�ned such as an indi�erence zone and a preference zone, for which the decision maker is
indi�erent or has a strict preference for one solution over the other.

4.1 Promethee properties

We have chosen to keep the weights assigned to each index, used to measure the quality of the
Pareto front, inside the Promethee method the same. Varying these weights can favour one
index over the others, but that is out of the scope of this work, and le� to the decision maker.
�e outranking criterion chosen in this work is the ��h criterion proposed in Brans et al. (1986),
the criterion with linear preference and indi�erence area. �e values of p, which indicates the
strict preference zone, and q, which is the maximum value for which the decision maker is
indi�erent between two alternatives, are set to the maximum di�erence between the values for
each objective value and zero respectively. �ese values were taken to indicate that there is no
strict preference and no indi�erence.

�e preference function is a function of the di�erence between the objective values for two
alternatives (see Eq. (4)). When d is de�ned as d = f (a) − f (b), Eq. (5) de�nes the type �ve
criterion used in this work.

P (a,b) = P ( f (a) − f (b)). (4)

H (d ) =




0 if |d | ≤ q,
( |d | − q)/(p − q) if q < |d | ≤ p,
1 if p < |d |.

(5)

In this paper, two of the performance indices used are be�er when they are larger. Scho�’s
Spacing, however, is supposed to be as small as possible (but larger or equal to zero). �e
algorithm used in this paper for the Promethee method, is created with only maximisation
in mind. To handle the minimisation, all values of Scho�’s Spacing performance index are
multiplied by -1, so that it can be dealt with as a maximisation.

4.2 Promethee algorithm

�e algorithm used to evaluate the alternatives starts by loading the instance and the Promethee
parameters. For each instance it loads the set of alternatives (A), the number of criteria (k), the
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Figure 2: Linear preference and indi�erence area

weights (πi ), a value 1 for the criteria which should be maximised, and -1 otherwise (bi ), and
values (fi (A)) for each criteria for all the alternatives.

In the next step, the values for the di�erent alternatives are multiplied with their respective bi ,
to cope with a possible minimisation for a certain criterion. fi (A) = fi (A) · bi

Finally, for each alternative, an entering (Eq. (6)) and leaving �ow (Eq. (7)) and its resulting net
�ow (Eq. (8)) is calculated.

�e entering �ow is the sum of all the multi-criteria preference indices (Π), of one alternative
over al the other alternatives in set A. �e multi-criteria preference index Π is de�ned as the
weighted average of the preference functions Pi as described in Eq. (9). For more information
on the the calculation of the preference index and the positive and negative �ows, the reader is
referred to Brans et al. (1986) and Brans and Mareschal (2005).

ϕ− (a) =
1

|A| − 1
∑
b ∈A

Π(b,a) (6)

ϕ+ (a) =
1

|A| − 1
∑
b ∈A

Π(a,b) (7)

ϕ (a) = ϕ+ (a) − ϕ− (a) (8)

Π(a,b) =

∑k
i=1 πiPi (a,b)∑k

i=1 πi
(9)

5 The Promethee GDSS Procedure

For each instance that is examined in this paper, the metaheuristic proposed in Janssens et al.
(2015) is applied for the combinations of �ve di�erent se�ings for the tabu list parameter and
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��een di�erent options for the move order parameter, as explained in Section 7. �e Pareto
optimal sets, retrieved from the algorithm, are compared on three di�erent performance indices
by the Promethee method, as described in Section 3 and Section 4. �is gives us a list of net
�ows for each parameter combination for each instance.

�e Promethee Group Decision Support System Procedure (see Brans and Mareschal (2005))
is used as a mechanism to retrieve an overall ranking. �is approach is intended to be used
when one has to deal with multiple decision makers, but could be utilised to �nd a global “best”
parameter se�ing as well.

�ree phases are described in this technique, for which phase I and phase II are the generation
of the alternatives and criteria, and the individual evaluation by each decision maker (using
Promethee) respectively.

�e third phase entails the global evaluation which makes use of the individual evaluations,
here the net �ows for each instance, as criteria. Each of them is assigned a weight, which in
this work is set equal to 1 for all instances. A�er that, the Promethee method is applied to this
matrix of alternatives, using the type 3 generalised criterion with strict preference p = 2. �is is
exactly the same as taking the type 5 generalised criterion with indi�erence q = 0 and strict
preference p = 2.

6 Test instances

�e model in Janssens et al. (2015) assumes that a tactical plan is given, with known work times
for the microzones and known microzone-vehicle allocations. A set of realistic test instances is
generated. �e test instances comprise: zones that are assigned to vehicles in a tactical plan, an
initial routing for the tactical plan, a limit on the amount of work a vehicle (driver) can perform,
the amount of work in the microzones and the coordinates of the microzones in the distribution
zone.

To construct the instances, microzones are generated in randomly distributed locations on a
square canvas (of size 1000 by 1000). To replicate city centres and industrial areas, or other
areas with a denser customer base than rural areas, the instances are generated in such a way
that 90% of the microzones are concentrated in clusters. �e locations of the remaining 10% are
uniformly generated. (�is is only true if the option for clusters is larger than zero.)

To mimic the typical layout of a distribution area, microzone clusters are generated in such a
way that the center of the cluster is denser than its boundaries. �is models the fact that houses
in city centres are built closer to each other, and apartment blocks are more common. To this
end, the distance between a microzone and the center of the cluster, to which it belongs, is
generated as a random variable following an exponential distribution with a parameter, λ−1,
which is allowed to vary across di�erent clusters.

To obtain a tactical plan from this generated instance, the open-source VRP solver, VRPH (Groer
(2008)), is used to build routes using the microzones as customers and the distances between
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those microzones as travel times. �ese routes determine the tactical assignment of microzones
to drivers.

In the generation of the tactical plan, the microzones are of equal workload. �is is a realistic
assumption as the generation of microzones for use in a tactical plan in a previous step in the
“tactical plan– operational plan” approach, would mean that they are robust and as close as
possible to equal workloads for known (historical) pick-up and delivery locations. Of course,
for the daily operational plan the workload in each microzone can vary. For this reason,
the operational demand in each microzone is generated as a single draw from a triangular
distribution. �e median of this triangular distribution is set equal to the tactical demand of the
microzone, its minimum and maximum are set to (100 −w )% and (100 +w )% of the tactical
demand respectively, where w is allowed to vary between 0 and 30.

�e instances used in this paper, which can be found on http://antor.uantwerpen.be/ZVRP. For
an overview of the naming syntax for the instances and the range of values from which the
instance properties are drawn, the reader is referred to Janssens et al. (2015). �e instance
characteristics that are investigated are the number of microzones, the number of clusters and
the deviation from the average workload.

7 Algorithmic parameter values

Two parameters of the algorithm that are investigated in this work are tabu list size and move
order/move inclusion. �e tabu list size ranges from a size of zero elements to eight elements.
�e parameter does not directly change the size in physical memory, but rather the number of
iterations each element stays in the tabu list. On every iteration, one element is placed in the
list for the speci�ed amount of iterations. �is directly relates to the number of elements that is
present in the tabu list.

�e second parameter determines the move order to be used in the variable neighborhood tabu
search. �is move order de�nes which move is explored �rst, which moves will be explored
next, if any, and in which order. �e decision is made to have 3 consecutive moves at maximum,
to keep the possible number of combinations to a manageable size. �e move order does not
necessarily comprise every move de�ned in the paper. All permutations without repetition of
moves are examined. Each move is executed until no more improvement is found. �is means
that scheduling the same move twice in a row is not bene�cial. �e choice has been made
to exclude any repetition of the moves, to reduce the number of combinations, even though
executing some move x followed by move y followed by move x might yield a be�er result than
only executing move x followed by move y. If all moves are included, six possible combinations
exist. If only two moves are executed (one move is excluded), there are six more combinations.
If only one move is used, three combinations are possible. �is gives a total of 15 possible move
orders, in comparison to the 81 (43 − 1 + 42 − 1 + 41 − 1) combinations, when the restriction on
repetition is not used. An overview of the di�erent move orders tested in this work is given in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Move order
Move order ID Order of moves

0 2-opt – swap – relocate
1 2-opt – relocate – swap
2 swap – 2-opt – relocate
3 swap – relocate – 2-opt
4 relocate – 2-opt – swap
5 relocate – swap – 2-opt
6 2-opt – swap
7 2-opt – relocate
8 swap – 2-opt
9 swap – relocate
10 relocate – 2-opt
11 relocate – swap
12 2-opt
13 swap
14 relocate

8 Analysis of the results

A full factorial experiment has been set up and executed, in which the algorithm described in
Janssens et al. (2015) is run for every possible parameter combination (the tabu list size and
move order as described in Section 7) on all instances, multiple times.

For each of the resulting Pareto fronts, the three evaluative metrics have been calculated. To
remove any bias based on the characteristics of the instances (for example if an instance has all
his microzones in very close working distance from each other, and an other has them wide
spread, the one where they are close inherently has a lower total driving distance) the reference
point for the hypervolume and the pairwise coverage is calculated on a per instance base.

On the resulting performance indices, the Promethee method is applied on a per instance
per run (of the full factorial experiment) basis. �e net �ows retrieved from Promethee are
analysed statistically with ANOVA to identify which parameters or instance characteristics
have a signi�cant impact on the resulting net �ows.

�e statistical analysis starts by ��ing a model with up to third order interactions, which
returns a model with a reasonable �t and a large adjusted R2 = 0.925, but the high number
of large (> 0.10) p-values makes it clear that the model has many insigni�cant terms (see
NIST/SEMATECH). Starting from this model, a stepwise regression was performed based on
AIC to eliminate unnecessary terms. By a combination of stepwise regression and the removal
of remaining terms with a p-value larger than 0.05, a model with an intercept, nine signi�cant
e�ect terms and six non-signi�cant e�ect terms with an adjusted R2 = 0.928 was found. �e
main e�ects that are not signi�cant on their own, but are part of a signi�cant interaction
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e�ect were le� in the model. �e decision was made to only analyse main e�ects and second
order interaction e�ects. �e main e�ects move order and tabu list size and second order
interaction e�ects Number of microzones:move order, number of clusters:move order, number
of clusters:tabu list size and workload deviation:move order are further investigated. �e
distribution of the residuals is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Residual plot for the ��ed model

A�er examining the Tukey HSD for the parameter tabu list size (t ), which is plo�ed in Fig. 4,
the conclusion can be made that there is a signi�cant di�erence between tabu list size equal
to eight and every other tabu list size, and between tabu list size six and zero. If the box plot
of the tabu list size is examined, veri�cation can be made that the mean net �ow for tabu list
size eight is slightly lower than the the other mean values. �e plots of the interaction e�ect
between tabu list size and number of clusters is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

For a higher number of clusters, a larger tabu list size seems to become more important. Further
experiments are needed to show if this trend holds true for more than 2 clusters.

For the other interaction e�ects, the move order does seem to have a signi�cant impact. �e
same three move orders are being ranked the highest consistently, and from the Tukey HSD,
we can conclude that no signi�cant di�erence exists between the mean net �ow for these move
orders. Move orders 4, 5 and 11 take the highest ranking places for workload deviation, number
of clusters and number of microzones. (see Fig. 7, 8 and 9)

Move order 1 always ranks in the top 5. �ese move orders seem to have in common that the
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Figure 4: Tukey HSD 95% con�dence intervals for tabu list size

Figure 5: Interaction plot of number of clusters and tabu list size
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Figure 6: Interaction plot of tabu list size and number of clusters

Figure 7: Interaction plot of number of clusters and move order
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Figure 8: Interaction plot of number of microzones and move order

Figure 9: Interaction plot of workload deviation and move order
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relocate move is directly or indirectly followed by the swap move. �e presence and order of
the 2-opt move seems to be of less importance. Further experiments should indicate if this e�ect
is reproducible, and what is causing the 2-opt move to be of less importance to the quality of
the Pareto front. �e poorest performing move order seems to be number 13, which is the swap
move. No other clear trend seems to be present in the interaction plots.

Figure 10: Box plot of move order

�e Promethee GDSS procedure was also run on the Promethee net �ows. �e top 20 ranked
alternatives are shown in Table 2. �e results found by the GDSS procedure are consistent with
our analysis with ANOVA. �e highest ranking move orders are 1,4,5 and 11, and tabu list sizes
0,2,4 and 6 have a slight edge on tabu list size 8. Of course this is a general ranking, and speci�c
instance properties might give a di�erent ranking as described above.

9 Conclusions

To identify which parameter se�ings and which instance characteristics in�uenced the quality
of the Pareto fronts, and how they do this, in this paper, the Pareto fronts from the algorithm
which is introduced in Janssens et al. (2015) have been analysed. To obtain those Pareto fronts,
a full factorial experiment was executed. Performance indices for the resulting Pareto fronts
were calculated and passed to the Promethee method to retrieve a ranking per instance per
run of the experiment. �is ranking was than analysed with ANOVA.
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Table 2: Top 20 ranking net �ows for the GDSS procedure
Move order Tabu list size Promethee net �ow

11 2 0.0828
4 2 0.0821
4 0 0.0818
11 4 0.0809
4 4 0.0802
5 0 0.0799
11 0 0.0798
11 6 0.0788
4 6 0.0785
5 2 0.0785
5 4 0.0765
5 6 0.0758
11 8 0.0738
4 8 0.0723
5 8 0.0718
1 8 0.0641
1 6 0.0633
1 0 0.063
1 4 0.0624
1 2 0.061

From the statistical experiments conducted in this paper, it is shown that the move order has an
important impact on the ranking of the Pareto fronts in the Promethee method. �is indicates
that the move order is largely responsible for the quality of the Pareto front found by the
algorithm proposed in Janssens et al. (2015). Four instances of move order where consistently
ranked in the top 5 of highest mean net �ow for the di�erent characteristics of the test instances.
�is indicates that even if the speci�cations of the instances change, these move orders seem to
deliver high quality solutions and Pareto fronts. �e swap move alone seems to perform poorly
in terms of Pareto front quality, and gets ranked very low. No further important e�ects could be
found by visually inspecting the interaction plots for move order and instance characteristics.

Secondly, the tabu list size of 8 in �rst instance seemed to have a bad impact on the quality of
the Pareto front as it has a lower mean net �ow than the rest of the tabu list sizes. But more
detailed investigation of the interaction e�ect with the number of clusters showed that for a
larger number of clusters (in the case of this experiment 2), the tabu list size of 8 found a be�er
quality Pareto front than the other tabu list sizes. As a ma�er of fact, the order of the ranking
had seemed to be reversed. Further experiments should validate this result and should clarify if
this e�ect holds true for more clusters, and larger sizes of the tabu list.
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